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Abstract. Runtime errors that can be triggered by an attacker are sen-
sibly more dangerous than others, as they not only result in program
failure, but can also be exploited and lead to security breaches such as
Denial-of-Service attacks or remote code execution. Proving the absence
of exploitable runtime errors is challenging, as it involves combining clas-
sic techniques for safety with novel security analyses. While numerous
approaches to statically detect runtime errors have been proposed, they
lack the ability to classify program failures as potentially exploitable or
not. In this paper, we bridge the gap between traditional safety proper-
ties and security hyperproperties by putting forward a novel definition
of nonexploitability, which we leverage to propose a sound static analysis
by abstract interpretation to prove the absence of exploitable runtime
errors. While false alarms can occur, if our analysis determines that a
program is nonexploitable, then there is a strong mathematical guarantee
that it is impossible for an attacker to trigger a runtime error. Further-
more, our analysis reduces the noise generated from false positives by
classifying each warning as security-critical or not. We implemented the
first nonexploitability analyzer for a subset of C, and we evaluated it on
a set of 77 real-world programs taken from the GNU Coreutils package
that are long up to 4,188 lines of code. Our analysis was able to prove
that more than 70% of the runtime errors previously reported (3,498 over
4,715) cannot be triggered by an attacker.

Keywords: Security and Privacy · Static Analysis · Abstract Interpre-
tation.

1 Introduction

Program failures that can be triggered by a malicious user are sensibly more
dangerous than others, as they can lead to security breaches. Attackers can ex-
ploit well-known runtime errors, such as index out-of-bounds and double free, to
perform dangerous attacks including Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks or remote
code execution. Numerous companies identified such exploitable vulnerabilities
in their systems, including Meta [5], Apple [4], and Google [6]. Microsoft recently
published a report showing that consistently over 20 years, around 70% of the
security breaches that have been reported in their systems are due to exploitable
memory corruption [10]. As it is difficult to identify program errors with manual
inspection, static analysis is an invaluable tool to automatically detect them.
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While sound static analyzers can report all possible runtime errors, including
the exploitable ones, they often raise a high number of false positives. If the noise
generated by the false alarms is elevated, the report of the analyzer quickly
becomes unintelligible, and it is then difficult to identify the true exploitable
runtime errors. In order to filter out the warnings that do not concern security
issues, it is necessary to combine a traditional analysis for safety properties with
a security analysis for hyperproperties [21].

In this paper, we bridge the gap between classic safety and security. We
first formalize nonexploitability as a hyperproperty, and then we propose an
alternative characterization based on semantically tainted (i.e. user-controlled)
variables. We leverage such a characterization to put forward a sound analysis
by abstract interpretation [26] that can prove the absence of exploitable runtime
errors. Our analysis has the capability to classify each warning by its threat level
(security-related or not), which makes the report of the analyzer more intelligible.

We leverage an underlying abstract value domain to infer numeric invariants,
which we pair with a semantic taint analysis that tracks the set of user-controlled
variables. Combining the two is necessary in order to infer an overapproxima-
tion of the exploitable runtime errors. By taking advantage of the semantic
information inferred by the abstract numeric domain, our taint analysis achieves
enhanced precision compared to traditional methods. Furthermore, our frame-
work can handle programming language features that are essential to analyze
real-world programs, such as nondeterminism and runtime user input.

We implemented and evaluated the first analyzer for nonexploitability in the
Mopsa [38] static analysis platform. The analysis targets a large subset of C
and it is fully automatic. We analyzed 77 real-world programs, each up to 4,188
lines long, taken from the GNU Coreutils package, to which we added 13,261
test cases taken from the Juliet test suite developed by NIST [9]. We found that
our tool can prove that more than 70% of the warnings previously raised by the
analyzer (3,498 over 4,715) cannot be triggered by an attacker, while incurring
a performance overhead of less than 16%.

In this paper, we claim the following contributions:

– We introduce a novel property, nonexploitability, and we give its semantic
characterization as a hyperproperty.

– We put forward an alternative characterization of nonexploitability in terms
of semantically tainted (i.e. user-controlled) variables.

– We introduce a new practical, modular analysis that combines a traditional
value analysis with a taint analysis to prove nonexploitabilty.

– We implement our analysis and evaluate it on a large set of real-world C
programs.

2 Motivation

Figure 1 represents an exploitable program where a buffer overflow can occur
depending on the user’s input. A malicious user can take advantage of this type
of vulnerability to execute sophisticated, dangerous attacks. There are numerous
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1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <string.h>
3
4 void use_input(const char* input) {
5 char dest [10];
6 strcpy(dest , input);
7 }
8
9 void main() {

10 char buff [100];
11 fgets(buff , sizeof(buff), stdin);
12 use_input(buff);
13 }

Fig. 1: C program with exploitable buffer overflow

examples of well-known attacks that exploit runtime errors: among them we find
the Morris Worm [48], Code Red [19], SQL Slammer [54], and Heartbleed [29].
Many companies detected exploitable runtime errors in their products, for in-
stance Adobe [2], NVIDIA [3], Apple [4], Meta [5], and Google [6]. Microsoft
recently published a report that shows that around 70% of the security vul-
nerabilities that they found in their systems are due to exploitable memory
corruption [10].

While techniques such as testing and human inspection by security experts
are useful to detect (exploitable) runtime errors, the only option to rule out their
existence is through formal methods. In particular, abstract interpretation [26]
has been effective in proving the absence of program failures in real-time avionics
software [23]. While analyses by abstract interpretation are sound, they can often
raise false positives. If the noise generated by the false alarms is too high, the
analyzer quickly becomes unusable.

Reducing the number of false alarms is usually achieved by employing more
precise abstract domains. This paper takes an orthogonal approach to the prob-
lem, reducing the number of alarms by reporting the subset of possible runtime
errors that can be triggered by an attacker. As these errors are comparatively
more dangerous than the others, the report of the analyzer becomes more intel-
ligible, enhancing the usefulness of sound static analysis tools. Girol et al. make
the same observation, leveraging the concept of robust reachability to identify
errors that are relatively more dangerous [31]. A bug is robustly reachable if there
exists a user input for which the bug is always reached, regardless of the value of
the uncontrolled input. The main difference with our concept of exploitability,
is that we require the user input to be actually used in triggering the bug, while
strong reachability does not (see Section 8 for a detailed comparison).

Taint analysis is a popular technique used in computer security to track the
flow of untrusted data within a program, and we leverage this method to prove
nonexploitability. While taint analyzers often rely on heuristics to track the flow
of unsafe data [13], our approach is semantic, namely grounded in a definition
based on the formal semantics of programs. While formal methods techniques
extensively studied the verification of security properties such as noninterfer-
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P – S (Programs)
S – skip | x Ð input() | x Ð rand() | x Ð A (Statements)

| S; S | if (B) S else S | while (B) S

A – n | x | A ˛ A (˛ P t +, -, *, / u) (Arithmetic Expressions)
B – tt | ff | A < A | ¬B | B ˛ B (˛ P t &&, || u) (Boolean Expressions)

Fig. 2: Syntax of the While language

ence [22,32,33], the exploitability analysis is, to the best of our knowledge, unin-
vestigated (see Section 8 for a comparison). This paper bridges the gap between
classic safety properties analysis and security hyperproperties [21] in order to
rule out the existence of exploitable runtime errors from a software system. Our
approach is closely related to [24], which proposes a technique that can prove
noninterference using the abstract interpretation framework. Nevertheless, our
technique supports features such as nondeterminism and dynamic user input
that are not considered in [24]. Furthermore, we leverage the values of the vari-
ables to enhance the precision of our analysis, which is an extension proposed
but not implemented in [24].

3 Syntax and concrete semantics

In this section, we define a reachability semantics that computes the set of reach-
able program states. As we are interested in program errors, the semantics also
collects the set of error states. The finite set of program variables is denoted as V,
and in Figure 2 we present the syntax of the While language that we consider.

Expressions are deterministic, and nondeterminism is isolated in the language
in specific statements (rand, input) to simplify the presentation. We define the
set of program memories as M fi V Ñ Z. The value � represents a runtime
error, and Z� fi Z Y t � u. The arithmetic evaluation AJAK : M Ñ Z� definition is
straightforward: it results in an error if there is a division by zero. For illustration
purposes, we consider only runtime failures arising from divisions by zero, but
our implementation supports all classic C arithmetic and memory errors. The set
B is t tt, ff u, and B� fi B Y t � u. The boolean evaluation BJBK : M Ñ B� results
in a runtime error if the arithmetic evaluation results in a runtime error. The
definitions of AJAK and BJBK are standard, and they are reported in Appendix A.

The program states are triplets pm, i, rq P MˆZω ˆZω fi S. The first element
is the program memory, the second is the unbounded sequence of inputs provided
by the user, and the third is the unbounded sequence of random numbers. We
explicitly represent states in which a runtime error occurred by setting a special
return variable to 1. All error-free states have the return variable, denoted as
ret, set to 0. Programs cannot read nor write explicitly to ret, as it cannot syn-
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tactically appear in statements. Our semantics relies on pairs of initial-reachable
states. A set of initial-reachable states is a relation R P ℘pS ˆ Sq fi D.

In this section, we will define the reachability semantics of statements SJSK :
pD ˆ Dq Ñ pD ˆ Dq by induction. The first element in the input pair is the set of
pre-post states that reach the current statement without encountering an error,
while the second is the set of pre-post states that previously resulted in an error.
SJSKpR,Eq outputs both the reachable and the error states after executing S.
The set of initial states is I fi t ppm, i, rq, pm, i, rqq | pm, i, rq P S,mrrets “ 0 u.
We define the semantics of programs SJPK P D by merging the reachable states
at the end of the program with those that resulted in an error. Let P – S.

SJPK fi let pR,Eq “ SJSKpI,Hq in R Y E

We now define by structural induction the reachability semantics of state-
ments. As the definitions for skip and S1; S2 are standard, we do not report
them. For the input read statement, we update the memory by assigning the
first number in the infinite input sequence to the assigned variable, and then we
shift the input sequence. The operator ˝ denotes the relation composition, while
hd and tl respectively extract the head and the tail of a sequence.

Input read statement pS – x Ð input()q.

SJSKpR,Eq fi pR ˝ t ppm, i, rq, pmrx Ð hdpiqs, tlpiq, rq | pm, i, rq P Sq u,Eq

The random read statement is similar to the input read statement, but uses
the infinite sequence of random numbers.

Random read statement pS – x Ð rand()q.

SJSKpR,Eq fi pR ˝ t ppm, i, rq, pmrx Ð hdprqs, i, tlprqq | pm, i, rq P Sq u,Eq

Assignments can result in errors, which in our semantics are represented
as states where ret is 1. If a runtime error occurs, the program sets ret to
1 and adds the state to the second element of the output pair. Error states
are collected throughout the execution, and are propagated at the end of the
program even in case of non-termination. Note, however, that non-termination
is not considered to be an error. We define okJAK : D Ñ D and errJAK : D Ñ D
to collect respectively regular and error states in the evaluation of A.

okJAKR fi R ˝ t ppm, i, rq, pmrx Ð AJAKms, i, rqq | pm, i, rq P S,AJAKm ‰ � u

errJAKR fi R ˝ t ppm, i, rq, pmrret Ð 1s, i, rqq | pm, i, rq P S,AJAKm “ � u

Assignment statement pS – x Ð Aq

SJSKpR,Eq fi pokJAKR,E Y errJAKRq
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We define testJBK : D Ñ D to filter states according to a boolean condition B:
testJBKR fi R ˝ tppm, i, rq, pm, i, rqq | pm, i, rq P S,BJBKm “ ttu. We abuse the
notation, and we use errJBK for the boolean evaluation of errors.

If statement pS – if (B) St else Seq

SJSKpR,Eq fi let pRt,Etq “ SJStKptestJBKR,Eq in
let pRe,Eeq “ SJSeKptestJ¬BKR,Eq in
pRt Y Re,Et Y Ee Y errJBKRq

The semantics of while statements is a classic fixpoint definition. The oper-
ator 9Y denotes the point-wise set union on pairs. For the rest of the paper, we
denote the point-wise lifting of operator ˛ to tuples as 9̨ .

While statement pS – while (B) Sbq

SJSKpR,Eq fi let pRf ,Ef q “ lfpF in ptestJ¬BKRf ,Ef q

where F pR1,E1q fi pR,Eq 9Y SJif (B) Sb else skipKpR1,E1q

4 Nonexploitability

In this section, we first give a formal definition of nonexploitability as a hyper-
property [21]. Then, we put forward an alternative characterization based on
semantically tainted (i.e. user-controlled) variables, which we leverage to intro-
duce a sound, effective analysis for nonexploitability. The proofs of the theoretical
results are reported in Appendix B.

Nonexploitability formalizes the idea that by modifying only the user input
at the beginning of a program, it is not possible to change whether the program
results in a runtime error or not. Since we designed our concrete semantics to
explicitly represent runtime errors as states with the return variable set to 1, we
use program memories to differentiate erroneous states from regular ones.

Definition 1 (Nonexploitability).

NE fi tR P D | @ppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 ùñ m1rrets “ m1

1rrets u

Example 1. Accordingly to our definition, the following program is exploitable:
x Ð input(); 1/x. This is because if we consider two initial states, one in
which the first element of the input sequence is zero, and the other in which
it is not, we observe that the value of ret changes. Conversely, the program
x Ð rand(); 1/x is nonexploitable: even if there is a possible division by zero,
once we fix the sequence of random numbers, changing the user input does not
result in modifying the value of ret. If we did not compare pairs of initial states
with the same sequence of random numbers, the program would be exploitable,
even if the user input is never read.
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Example 2 (Comparison with robust reachability [31]). A bug is robustly reach-
able if there exists a user input for which the bug is always reached, regardless
of the value of the random input. Consider a program that always results in a
division by zero: 1/0. The program is nonexploitable: for any possible user input,
the value of ret will always be 1. Conversely, the error is robustly reachable,
as it is trivially reached for any user input. This highlights an important differ-
ence between the two concepts: nonexploitability requires the user input to be
effectively used in triggering program errors, while robust reachability does not.

In what follows, we show that nonexploitability can be expressed in terms of
semantically tainted variables. Intuitively, a variable is tainted if an attacker can
control its value. Taint analysis [39] is a well-known technique in computer secu-
rity to track the variables that are controlled by external users. However, many
existing approaches use heuristics and syntactic formulations of the problem,
which may be both imprecise and unsound. In contrast, we rely on a semantic
approach, which is grounded in the formal semantics of programs. The follow-
ing hyperproperty captures the set of semantics where the value of a variable x
depends on the user’s input, i.e. x is tainted. We compare pairs of executions
that in the initial states differ only for the user’s input, but then result in differ-
ent values for x. The definition formalizes the intuition that x is tainted if, by
modifying only the user input, it is possible to change the value of x.

Definition 2 (Taint). Let x P V.

T : V Ñ ℘pDq

T pxq fi tR P D | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : m1rxs ‰ m1

1rxsu

We define abstraction and concretization functions for ℘pVq.

αt : ℘pDq Ñ ℘pVq γt : ℘pVq Ñ ℘pDq

αtpRq fi t x P V | R Ď T pxq u γtpTq fi
č

xPT

T pxq

As it turns out, there is a Galois connection p℘pDq,Ďq ´́ Ñ́Ð́ ´́
αt

γt

p℘pVq,Ěq between
℘pDq and ℘pVq defined by αt and γt. The order for the abstract domain ℘pVq is Ě

because if we consider more relations, we obtain fewer tainted variables common
to all of these relations. Notice that this is different from observing that larger
relations present more tainted variables, which will be discussed later in this
section. A variable x is tainted in a program P if x P αtptSJPKuq.

Example 3 (Implicit flows). If statements can generate implicit flows [28], namely
dependencies that arise from the program control flow. Consider the following:
x Ð input(); if (x==0) y Ð 1 else y Ð 2. Depending on the user’s input, y
can be either 1 or 2, and accordingly to our semantic characterization of tainted
variables, y is tainted. Taint analyzers (e.g. [7,8,13,56]) often ignore implicit
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flows, considering only explicit flows (i.e. when tainting is propagated through
assignments only), which is unsound in our framework. In the analysis described
in Section 6, we develop an abstraction that does take implicit flows into account.

If the user cannot control the value of ret, then they cannot control whether
there is a runtime error, i.e. the program is nonexploitable. This is the funda-
mental observation used in the following alternative characterization of NE .

R P NE ðñ ret R αtptRuq (1)

Equation (1) is significant because it shows that nonexploitability can be veri-
fied with a taint analysis. In contrast to classic taint analyses, simply tracking
the set of user-controlled variables is not sufficient, as to infer whether ret is
tainted we also need to detect runtime errors. In fact, ret does not syntactically
appear in programs, and its value changes only when program failures occur.
To determine when this happens, is it important to consider the values of the
variables. Without semantic information about the values of the variables, every
expression with a division should be considered dangerous in order to be sound,
and this would result in an unacceptable loss of precision. In Section 6 we put
forward a sound analysis by abstract interpretation that can prove programs to
be nonexploitable by combining a classic value analysis with a taint analysis.
The former detects program locations that potentially present runtime errors,
while the latter determines whether the user can trigger those errors.

Hyperproperties verification is challenging for analyses based on abstract
interpretation, because not every hyperproperty is subset-closed [21]: by com-
puting an overapproximation R1 of R0, the fact that R1 respects an hyperprop-
erty does not, in the general case, imply that R0 respects the hyperproperty.
To overcome this problem, many works rely on hypersemantics [40,41,42,59,14]:
the concrete semantics of a program is a set of sets of states, in contrast to a
classic set of states. The main disadvantage of hypersemantics is that hyper-
domains [40,41,42] are incompatible with regular abstract domains: the former
abstract hypersemantics, while the latter abstract regular semantics.

In this paper, we rely on the standard abstract interpretation framework.
In the rest of this section, we show that an overapproximation of the concrete
semantics is sufficient to prove nonexploitability. A significant benefit of using
the standard framework is that we can combine a taint analysis with any existing
over-approximating value domain, which leads to a modular design. Furthermore,
enhancing the precision of the numeric analysis improves the precision of the
taint analysis as well. Observe that, as discussed in this section, in our context,
it is important to rely on a classic safety analysis (and hence, on regular abstract
numeric domains) to identify expressions that potentially present runtime errors.

We observe that larger semantics have more tainted variables. This holds due
to the existential quantifier in Definition 2. Let R0,R1 P D.

R0 Ď R1 ùñ αtptR0uq Ď αtptR1uq (2)

By using this result, we observe that if ret is not tainted in R1, it cannot be
tainted in R0. This implies that if R1 is nonexploitable, then R0 is nonexploitable,
namely NE is subset-closed.
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Theorem 1 (NE is subset-closed). Let R0,R1 P D.

pR0 Ď R1 and R1 P NE q ùñ R0 P NE

Theorem 1 is significant because it implies that by overapproximating the
semantics of a program, we can still prove that it is nonexploitable. This justifies
why the standard abstract interpretation framework is sufficient, and allows
using the large library of existing abstract value domains. The theorem formalizes
the intuition that if it is not possible for an attacker to trigger any runtime error,
by further reducing the semantics of the program–and hence the capabilities of
the attacker–he is still not able to make the program fail.

5 Taint concrete semantics

In this section, we define the non-computable concrete taint semantics that we
overapproximate in Section 6. The semantics associates the reachable states with
the set of semantically tainted variables using the abstraction function αt. As
the semantics is not structural (i.e. defined by induction on the program syntax),
we also develop a structural equivalent definition. This is necessary in order to
overapproximate the concrete taint semantics with an inductive and effectively
computable abstract semantics.

We first define the reachability taint semantics of statements StJSK : pD ˆ

Dq Ñ pD ˆ D ˆ ℘pVqq. This semantics associates each statement with its set of
truly tainted variables by relying on αt.

StJSKpR,Eq fi let pR1,E1q “ SJSKpR,Eq in pR1,E1, αtptR1 uqq

We then define the reachability taint semantics for programs StJPK P Dˆ℘pVq.
As regular and erroneous states are merged at the end of programs, we use αt

to obtain the tainted variables in the union. Let P – S.

StJPK fi let pR,E,Tq “ StJSKpI,Hq in pR Y E,T Y αtptR Y Euqq

Observe that only at the end of the program ret can become tainted: regular
and erroneous states are partitioned in the semantics for statements, so that
ret is always constant (0 for the normal executions and 1 for the others). The
program P is then nonexploitable iff ret is not tainted in StJPK.

Example 4. The statement x Ð rand() can taint x if there are two executions
in which the sequence of random numbers is out-of-sync due to a user action.
This is because in the definition of T we compare pairs of execution with the
same sequence of random numbers. Consider the following program:

x Ð input(); if (x != 0) { y Ð rand() }; z Ð rand()

The user can control whether z is assigned to the first or the second number in
the random sequence. If we fix as random sequence 1, 2, . . . , we can observe that
z can be either 1 or 2 at the end of the program, depending on the user’s input.
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1 void main() {
2 if (getchar () == ’a’)
3 rand();
4 int z = rand();
5 }

Fig. 3: C program that reads pseudo-random numbers

Observe that this behaviour is relevant in scenarios where the attacker has
partial knowledge about the uncontrolled random input. For instance, consider
the program in Figure 3, where the application first reads a character from
standard input. If the character is a, the program reads the first pseudo-random
number, and then it assigns z to rand(). As the sequence of random numbers has
not been initialized, it does not change and could be predicted across different
executions. The user can make the program assign z to the first or second number
in the sequence, being able to influence the assigned value. Another relevant
case is when a program reads a file with unmodifiable but public content. If an
attacker can control which bytes are read, then they can influence the execution
of the program without even modifying the contents of the file.

The fact that random read statements can potentially taint the assigned
variable directly derives from our semantic definition of T . By changing the
definition of T , it is possible to choose whether random read statements can
taint assigned variables. We make the choice to use random read statements as
potential sources of tainted data because, in a context in which an attacker has
(partial) knowledge about the unmodifiable pseudo-random input, such state-
ments can be exploited to influence the execution of the program. While it would
be possible to support the classic model where the attacker has no knowledge
about the random input, this is less interesting in a context where security is
considered fundamental.

As we want to overapproximate the concrete taint semantics by induction on
the program structure, we give a structural equivalent definition of StJSK. The
non-computable semantics ŜtJSK : pD ˆ D ˆ ℘pVqq Ñ pD ˆ D ˆ ℘pVqq inductively
collects the truly tainted variables. The semantics takes as additional input pa-
rameter the set of previously tainted variables, which are used to infer the set of
tainted variables after the execution of the statement. Due to space constraints,
here we present only the definition for assignments. The full definition of the
structural taint semantics is reported in Appendix C.
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Assignment statement pS – x Ð Aq

ŜtJSKpR,E,Tq fi

let pR1,E1q “ SJSKpR,Eq in
let T1 “ t y P T | y ‰ x u Y

t x | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : � ‰ AJAKm1 ‰ AJAKm1

1 ‰ � u in
pR1,E1,T1q

We define the concrete inductive taint semantics for program P – S as follows.

ŜtJPK fi let pR,E,Tq “ ŜtJSKpI,H,Hq in pR Y E,T Y αtptR Y E uqq

The following result formalizes that ŜtJPK and StJPK are equivalent.

Theorem 2 (Correctness of ŜtJPK). ŜtJPK
.
“ StJPK

6 Taint abstract semantics

In this section, we introduce a computable sound overapproximation of the taint
semantics presented in Section 5. This abstraction of the concrete non-computable
semantics is parametric in the underlying abstract domain used to overapproxia-
mate the values of the variables. In contrast to traditional techniques, we leverage
numeric invariants to improve the precision of the taint analysis.

Let D7 be the abstract domain used to overapproximate D, and γd : D7 Ñ D
be the concretization function.1 The domain D7 is equipped with partial or-
der Ď

7

d and abstract join Y
7

d, while K
7

d is the bottom element. We assume
S

7

dJSK : pD7 ˆ D7q Ñ pD7 ˆ D7q given by the numeric domain to be a sound com-
putable abstraction of SJSK: @R7,E7 P D7 : SJSKp 9γdpR7,E7qq 9Ď 9γdpS

7

dJSKpR7,E7qq.
The abstract value domain also exposes the abstract functions test7JBK and
err7JBK to overapproximate the concrete ones.

In the rest of the section, we structurally define the abstract taint semantics
S

7
tJSK : pD7 ˆ D7 ˆ ℘pVqq Ñ pD7 ˆ D7 ˆ ℘pVqq. The semantics collects an overap-

proximation of the reachable states, the error states, and the tainted variables.
The concretization function γ : pD7 ˆ D7 ˆ ℘pVqq Ñ pD ˆ D ˆ ℘pVqq is defined
as γpR7,E7,T7q fi pγdpR7q, γdpE7q,T7q. The soundness criterion states that the
abstract semantics exhibits more tainted variables than those in the concrete
semantics ŜtJSK. Let R7,E7 P D7,T7 P ℘pVq.

ŜtJSKpγpR7,E7,T7qq 9Ď γpS
7
tJSKpR7,E7,T7qq (3)

1 While the concrete semantics is defined as a set of input-output relations to express
nonexploitability, in the numeric abstraction it is possible to use numeric domains
that abstract sets of states by abstracting only the image of the relations, and then
consider each possible state as initial in the concretization.
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In our abstract semantics, we taint ret every time there is a possible runtime
error due to user input. This ensures that if ret is untainted in S

7
tJSK, it will

be untainted at the end of the program, i.e. the program is nonexploitable. Let
P – S, and let I7 P D7 be an overapproximation of the set of initial states, namely
I Ď γdpI7q. Let pR7,E7,T7q “ S

7
tJSKpI7,K

7

d,Hq.

ret R T7 ùñ SJPK P NE (4)

In the rest of this section, we define by structural induction S
7
tJSK. The

abstract semantics collects an overapproximation of the tainted variables, and
specifically taints ret whenever a runtime error potentially caused by the user
occurs. We will take advantage of the helper function taint7JAK : pD7ˆ℘pVqq Ñ B
that returns ff only if the result of the evaluation of A definitely does not de-
pend on tainted variables. Standard value-insensitive taint analyses ignore the
values of the variables and simply return tt if a tainted variable syntactically
appears in A. This is sound, but imprecise. For instance, consider the program
x Ð input(); y Ð x; z Ð x-y. The user cannot control the value of z, as it is al-
ways 0. By using a relational abstract domain such as polyhedra or octagons [43],
it is possible to determine that z is constant, and therefore that it is not tainted.
The actual definition of taint7JAK depends on the underlying abstract value do-
main, presenting numerous opportunities to improve the function’s precision. In
this section, we will take advantage of numerous helper functions that depend
on the value domain, and in Appendix D we show a concrete instantiation of
these functions for the interval abstract domain.

The abstract semantics for skip and S1; S2 are standard, and we do not
report them. As variables read from user input are the main sources of tainted
data, we always taint variables read from input statements.

Input read statement pS – x Ð input()q

S
7
tJSKpR7,E7,T7q fi let pR

7
1,E

7
1q “ S

7

dJSKpR7,E7q in

pR
7
1,E

7
1,T

7 Y t x uq

As observed in Section 5 (see Example 4), random read statements can taint
the assigned variable in case the user controls the position of the value which
is read in the random input sequence. For the abstract semantics, it would be
sound to always taint the assigned variable. Nevertheless, this is too coarse, and
we propose an abstraction that improves the precision. The idea is to represent
the sequence of random numbers as a queue: programs read from it at index i,
and then increment i. In this model, x Ð rand() is syntactically substituted
with x Ð rand[i]; i Ð i+1. We assume that the abstract semantics S

7

dJSK can
handle reading from the queue. The special index variable i is then handled by
the numeric domain as any other variable. We taint the result of x Ð rand()
only if i is tainted: this happens when the user can control which number is read
from the random sequence.
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Random read statement pS – x Ð rand()q

S
7
tJSKpR7,E7,T7q fi let pR

7
1,E

7
1q “ S

7

dJx Ð rand[i]; i Ð i+1KpR7,E7q in

let T7
1 “ t y P T7 | y ‰ x u Y t x | taint7JiKpR7,T7q u in

pR
7
1,E

7
1,T

7
1q

Assignments can present runtime errors, so that we need to taint ret in
case the user can trigger a program failure. To determine if there is an ex-
ploitable runtime error in the evaluation of an expression, we rely on the function
exploit7JAK : pD7 ˆ℘pVqq Ñ B. The function returns tt if there is a possible run-
time error when evaluating A, and such an error can be triggered by the user. We
assume the existence of a function zero7JAK : D7 Ñ B, which is provided by the
numeric domain and returns tt if the evaluation of A is possibly zero. Let x P V.
We define exploit7JxK and exploit7JnK as ff, while for binary expressions we
need to consider the values of the variables.

exploit7JA1 ˛ A2KpR7,T7q fi

$

’

&

’

%

tt if ˛ “ /, zero7JA2KR7, taint7JA2KpR7,T7q

tt if exploit7JA1KpR7,T7q or exploit7JA2KpR7,T7q

ff otherwise

Assignment statement pS – x Ð Aq

S
7
tJSKpR7,E7,T7q fi

let pR
7
1,E

7
1q “ S

7

dJSKpR7,E7q in

let T7
1 “ t y P T7 | y ‰ x u Y

t x | taint7JAKpR7,T7q u Y t ret | exploit7JAKpR7,T7q u in

pR
7
1,E

7
1,T

7
1q

As discussed in Section 4 (see Example 3), if statements can generate implicit
flows [28], namely dependencies that originate from the program control flow.
When an attacker can control which branch of an if statement is executed, and
in that branch a variable is assigned, then the variable could be tainted.

The set of variables that become tainted as a result of a tainted condition
is traditionally overapproximated (when conditions are handled at all) with the
variables that syntactically appear in the assignments of the branches. This is a
coarse overapproximation, and we can improve this result by using the values of
the variables. For instance, consider the program x Ð y; if (y < x) { z Ð 10} .
The assignment is never executed, and a relational analysis can deduce that
z is never assigned. The traditional syntactic approach is not sufficient to in-
fer this information. We rely on the function assigned7JSK : D7 Ñ ℘pVq that
returns an overapproximation of the set of variables that are semantically as-
signed when executing S. If there is a state in the concretization of the abstract
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input R7 in which a variable x changes value during the execution of S, then
x P assigned7JSKR7. Observe that in case an exploitable runtime error occurs,
assigned7JSKR7 includes ret, which does not syntactically appear in the pro-
gram. A straightforward implementation can run the regular value analysis and
inductively collect the variables that are assigned. While doing this, the function
discards unreachable code and assignments that do not modify the state, such
as x Ð 0 when x is already 0, being effectively more precise than a syntactic
approach. We define the following function to compute the set of variables that
are tainted due to implicit flows.

diff7Jif (B) St else SeKpR7,T7q fi

t x P assigned7Jif (B) St else SeKR7 | taint7JBKpR7,T7q u

Tainted variables can also become untainted due to conditionals. For instance,
the variable x is not tainted inside of the then branch in the following program:
x Ð input(); if (x==0) {...}. The reason is that x equals zero when entering
the first branch, and constants are by definition not controlled by the user. Clas-
sic methods ignore this, and do not filter tainted variables after conditionals. This
is sound, but we can again achieve better precision by taking into account the
values of the variables. We define the function refine7JBK : pD7 ˆ ℘pVqq Ñ ℘pVq

as refine7JBKpR7,T7q fi T7zconst7ptest7JBKR7q, where const7 returns the set of
constant variables in the abstract state in its argument. The function refine7JBK
filters out the variables that are definitely constant after the execution of the
test B, improving the precision of the analysis. We can now give the definition
of the abstract semantics for if statements.

If statement pS – if (B) St else Seq

S
7
tJSKpR7,E7,T7q fi

let pR
7
t,E

7
t,T

7
tq “ S

7
tJStKptest7JBKR7,E7, refine7JBKpR7,T7qq in

let pR7
e,E

7
e,T

7
eq “ S

7
tJSeKptest7J¬BKR7,E7, refine7J¬BKpR7,T7qq in

let T7
te “ diff7Jif (B) St else SeKpR7,T7q in

pR
7
t Y

7

d R
7
e,E

7
t Y

7

d E
7
e Y

7

d err
7JBKR7,T7

t Y T7
e Y T

7
teq

Example 5. The program in Figure 4a demonstrates various ways in which our
analysis differs from other taint analyses. First, we can infer that the program
is exploitable: if the user inputs zero, then there is the possibility, depending on
the sequence of random numbers, that a runtime error is triggered. The value
analysis is important to infer that x is zero when performing the division, so that
we can deduce that there is a division by zero. Second, we can use the semantic
information inferred by the numeric domain to deduce that y is not tainted.
Even if y is assigned inside of a branch that depends on the user’s input, the
variable y does not change, as it is still 1 after the execution of the statement.
An interval analysis is sufficient to deduce this. Third, we can infer that the
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x Ð input()

y Ð 1

if (x==0) {

z Ð rand()

if (z==0) { 1/x }

if (z==1) { y Ð z }

}

w Ð rand()

(a)

x Ð input()

if (x <= 0) { x Ð 1 }

while (tt) {

1 / x

x Ð rand()

}

(b)

Fig. 4: Programs that read values from the user and the random queue

variable w is tainted: depending on user input, it is assigned either to the first
or the second value in the sequence of random numbers.

Further precision improvements can be implemented. For instance, consider
the program if (x < 10) { y Ð 0} else { y Ð 1} . If the abstract value domain
can determine that before the execution of the statement the value of x is less
than 10, the statement is semantically equivalent to y Ð 0. This implies that,
even if x is tainted, the user cannot control the value of y. When the analysis
can infer that one of the two branches is never executed, the if statement can be
substituted with the other branch, ignoring the implicit flows that are generated
by the condition, and improving again the precision.

The abstract semantics for while statements is a classic limit computation
that relies on the widening operator ∇ to guarantee convergence in a finite
number of iterations. As the number of variables is finite, ℘pVq has finite height,
so that the widening operator for ℘pVq is simply the set union. The operator
pR

7
1,E

7
1,T

7
1q 9Y

7
pR

7
2,E

7
2,T

7
2q denotes pR

7
1Y

7

dR
7
2,E

7
1Y

7

dE
7
2,T

7
1YT

7
2q, and the operator

pR
7
1,E

7
1,T

7
1q 9∇pR

7
2,E

7
2,T

7
2q denotes pR

7
1∇R

7
2,E

7
1∇E

7
2,T

7
1 Y T

7
2q.

While statement pS – while (B) Sbq

S
7
tJSKpR7,E7,T7q fi let pR

7

f ,E
7

f ,T
7

f q “ limFnpK
7

d,K
7

d,Hq in

ptest7J¬BKR7

f ,E
7

f , refine
7J¬BKpR

7

f ,T
7

f qq

where

F pR
7
1,E

7
1,T

7
1q fi let pR

7
2,E

7
2,T

7
2q “ S

7
tJif (B) Sb else skipKpR

7
1,E

7
1,T

7
1q in

pR
7
1,E

7
1,T

7
1q 9∇ ppR7,E7,T7q 9Y

7
pR

7
2,E

7
2,T

7
2qq

Example 6. In principle, it is possible to first run a value analysis, and then
use the inferred numeric invariants in a taint analysis to prove nonexploitability.
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Nevertheless, as shown by the program in Figure 4b, executing the two together
achieves strictly superior precision by leveraging the reduction between the do-
mains. The invariant inferred at statement 1/x entails that x can be zero, so
that there is a potential runtime error. Furthermore, a taint analysis infers that
x is tainted at the same program location. By combining these information, the
division by zero is exploitable. However, if we execute the value and the taint
analyses together, we can observe that it is never true at the same time that x
is 0 and tainted, so that the program failure cannot be triggered by an attacker.
Our framework runs the two analyses together, and is thus able to prove that
the program is nonexploitable. The reduction between the two domains can also
refine the taint information using the value information, and this can improve
subsequent results.

7 Experimental evaluation

Implementation. We propose Mopsa-Nexp, the first analyzer dedicated to
nonexploitability. We implemented our analysis for a large subset of C in the
Mopsa framework [38], which is a modular platform to build static analyz-
ers based on abstract interpretation. Mopsa offers an extensive collection of
ready-to-use abstract domains for analyzing C and Python, providing the flexi-
bility to tune the tradeoff between precision and performance. Mopsa is imple-
mented in 120,000 lines of OCaml code, and our exploitability analysis accounts
for around 10,000 of them. Thanks to Mopsa’s modular design, we were able to
use most of the C analysis with minimal modifications.

In our implementation, we maintain taint information at the level of memory
blocks, i.e. we perform a field-insensitive taint analysis. While this can result
in a loss of precision, the implementation is simple and efficient. Proposing an
enhanced field-sensitive taint analysis for C is out of the scope of this paper,
and it is left as future work. As Mopsa performs dynamic expression rewriting
to encourage a design based on layered semantics, to retrieve sources of tainted
data, during the analysis we have to consider the expressions’ rewriting history.

Our analysis can detect a wide variety of runtime errors, including double
free, index-out-of-bounds, and null pointer dereference. While the formal pre-
sentation in this article, for the sake of simplicity, only supports division-by-zero
errors, it was trivial to adapt our analysis to identify different types of failures.
The complete list of errors detected by our tool is reported in Appendix E. In the
report of the analyzer each warning is classified as possibly exploitable or not,
and we infer a sound overapproximation of both the regular runtime errors and
the exploitable ones. All the warnings that are not labelled as exploitable are
thus proved to be nonexploitable. If the analyzer does not report any exploitable
warning, then this is a proof that the program is nonexploitable.

The functions that read data from the user are part of the C standard library.
They include, for instance, getchar, scanf, and recv. Mopsa provides a stub
modeling language to specify the behaviour of library functions [49]. We have
extended this language to support the fact that some functions generate tainted
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data, and then we annotated our stubs for the C standard library to take into
account the taint information. This model makes it trivial to update the list
of dangerous sources, and the user of the analyzer does not have to annotate
the source code to run the exploitability analysis, which is fully automatic. The
complete list of functions that generate tainted data is reported in Appendix E.

Performance and Precision Evaluation. To assess the usefulness of our
tool, we have analyzed real-world C programs from the GNU Coreutils package,
which is a collection of command-line utilities. The test suite is composed of 77
programs that are long up to 4,188 lines of code. To them, we added a large set of
short C programs taken from the Juliet test suite developed by NIST [9]. These
programs contain examples of various runtime errors that can trigger well-known
security vulnerabilities. In fact, Juliet is based on the CVE database [1], which
enumerates vulnerabilities and focusses on security. The tested runtime errors
include double frees, index out-of-bounds, and null pointer dereferences. The test
cases are specifically designed to assess the precision of static analysis tools, and
use a large set of features from the C standard. For Juliet, we considered 13,261
different test cases that amount to a total of 2,861,980 lines of code. Each test
case comes with two versions: one that triggers a runtime failure, and one where
the error is fixed. We run our analysis on both versions. An artifact to reproduce
our experimental evaluation is available on Zenodo [50].

We compare the performance and number of alarms between Mopsa-Nexp
and Mopsa. The analyses are parametric in the underlying abstract numeric
domain, and we consider intervals, octagons [43], and polyhedra. Observe that
to compare only the number of alarms raised by the two analyzers it is not
necessary to run both tools, as Mopsa-Nexp can report all warnings raised
by Mopsa. Notice that while the ground truth about the errors provided with
Juliet can be used to evaluate the precision of a classic safety analysis, this is
not the case for nonexploitability. In fact, the benchmarks categorize the test
cases as either dangerous or not, but they do not include any information about
whether an attacker can trigger the errors. We ran our experiments on a server
with 128GB of RAM, with 48 Intel Xeon CPUs E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz and
Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS. In Table 1 we report the results of our experiments.

For Coreutils, in the case of intervals, our analysis was able to prove that
3,498 over 4,715 runtime errors previously reported by the analyzer cannot be
triggered by an attacker. For octagons and polyhedra, our analysis proved that
respectively 3,464 and 3,458 potential runtime errors over 4,673 and 4,651 are not
exploitable. Overall, this results in filtering out 74.13%-74.35% of the warnings.
We found similar results for Juliet, where Mopsa-Nexp was able to prove that
71.75%-72.16% of the warnings are not exploitable. For Coreutils, Mopsa-Nexp
raises 1,193 to 1, 217 warnings, which are those that can be potentially triggered
by an attacker. The user of the analyzer could prioritize those alarms over the
regular ones, as they are comparatively more dangerous.

The exploitability analysis incurs a performance overhead ranging from 13.89%
to 15.05% for Coreutils and 2.4% to 3.5% for Juliet. During the analysis we con-
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Table 1: Evaluation results.
Test suite Domain Analyzer Alarms Time
Coreutils Intervals Mopsa 4, 715 1:17:06

Mopsa-Nexp 1, 217 1:28:42
Octagons Mopsa 4,673 2:22:29

Mopsa-Nexp 1,209 2:43:06
Polyhedra Mopsa 4,651 2:12:21

Mopsa-Nexp 1,193 2:30:44
Juliet Intervals Mopsa 49,957 11:32:24

Mopsa-Nexp 13,906 11:48:51
Octagons Mopsa 48,256 13:15:29

Mopsa-Nexp 13,631 13:41:47
Polyhedra Mopsa 48,256 12:54:21

Mopsa-Nexp 13,631 13:21:26

sider expressions’ rewriting history to preserve taint information, and this history
is sensibly larger in real-world programs, which justifies the performance over-
head difference between Coreutils and Juliet. Observe that we found octagons to
be less efficient than polyhedra. This is due to the fact that Mopsa relies on the
Apron [37] library, which uses a sparse representation for polyhedra, and can
be very efficient if the number of variables is low and there are few constraints.
As octagons use a dense representation, even if their algorithmic complexity is
better, they are slightly slower for our case.

Discussion. We observed that Mopsa-Nexp is able to consistently filter out
more than 70% of the warnings raised by the regular analyzer, while imposing
low performance overhead. The Juliet test cases show that Mopsa-Nexp can
handle almost the whole C specification, while the Coreutils experiments confirm
that our analysis is effective even for real-world programs. The significant advan-
tage of being able to classify each warning as security-critical or not outweighs
the reasonable performance cost overhead. Observe that the alarms raised by
Mopsa-Nexp are a subset of those reported by Mopsa. This implies that the
exploitability analysis is, in the worst case, as precise as the regular analysis.

While it would be desirable to determine how many truly exploitable alarms
are raised by Mopsa-Nexp, this cannot be done automatically. In fact, there is
no ground truth that classifies program errors as nonexploitable or not, so that
human inspection is the only option. In future work, we would like to conduct
such an inspection.

8 Related work

Secure information flow. In [28] the authors propose the first mechanism to
verify the secure flow of information in a program, namely checking that a pro-
gram cannot cause supposedly nonconfidential results to depend on confidential
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input data. Their formulation of the problem is based on the syntax of a program,
and does not take into account its semantics. The concept of secure information
flow is related to noninterference [22,32,33], which is a semantic definition. A
program is noninterferent if its public output data does not depend on private
input data. Checking that a program cannot cause nonconfidential results to
depend on confidential input data has been widely studied through type sys-
tems [47,46,60,35,55,61,11,53,62,16,52]. Because these works perform only syn-
tactic checks without taking into account semantic information, the results are
generally very imprecise. In contrast, our approach tracks the flow of data gen-
erated by the user through a semantic taint analysis, which achieves enhanced
precision by leveraging an overapproximation of the values of the variables.

Noninterference and nonexploitabilty are closely related: nonexploitability
can be seen as a type of noninterference where the only public output variable
is ret. Nevertheless, we do not rely on the static partitioning of variables into
public and private, as our definition supports dynamic user input reads. Our
framework can be used to prove noninterference: it is sufficient to read all private
input variables at the beginning of the program, and then verify that the public
output variables are not tainted. On the contrary, traditional methods to prove
noninterference cannot prove nonexploitability, as they do not take the values of
the variables into account.

Hyperproperties verification. Clarkson and Schneider [21] put forward the
framework of hyperproperties, namely program properties that relate different
sets of executions. Hyperproperties are able to express security policies, such
as secure information flow. K-hypersafety properties [21] can be verified with
traditional techniques for safety properties on the k-times self-composed sys-
tem [18,57], even though this can be computationally expensive [12]. HyperLTL
and HyperCTL/CTL* [30,20] define extensions of temporal logic able to quantify
over multiple traces to address the verification of hyperproperties.

Noninterference verification by abstract interpretation. Cousot [24] put
forward a semantic definition of dependencies in the abstract interpretation
framework. He proposes a sound analysis of dependencies, capable of proving
noninterference. Similarly to us, he does not rely on hypersemantics, using stan-
dard abstract interpretation techniques. Nevertheless, the abstract dependency
semantics is not structural (i.e. defined by induction on the program syntax), as
it does not take the values of variables into account. The author proposes lever-
aging the values of the variables to give a structural definition of the semantics,
and this paper attempts to implement such an extension. Since his definition of
the dependency semantics does not take into account the values of the variables,
it is not possible to define an analysis that leverages numeric abstract domains
to enhance the precision of the dependency analysis. Another significant differ-
ence is that the dependencies are relative to the initial values of variables. Our
analysis computes dynamic tainting, which is the dependency of a variable from
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any input statement (including those within conditionals and loops), so that it
generalizes the dependency analysis from the beginning of the program.

There are numerous papers that use an alternative version of the abstract
interpretation framework based on hypersemantics [14,40,41,42,59], where the
concrete domain is a set of sets of states, rather than a set of states. This is
to overcome the difficulties related to the fact that not every hyperproperty is
subset-closed, and classic overapproximation techniques seem to fail. However, as
argued in this paper and [24], this is not the case for standard noninterference and
nonexploitability. Relying on the classic abstract interpretation framework allows
using the large library of existing abstract domains, and leveraging the semantic
information inferred by such domains is not only essential for nonexploitabilty,
but also enhances the precision of the taint analysis. Another approach to nonin-
terference verification is introduced in [58], where the authors combine abstract
interpretation with symbolic execution to define a sound analysis.

Infer [7], Pysa [8], and Julia [56] are static analyzers based on abstract
interpretation that support taint analysis. All these tools do not detect implicit
flows, being effectively unsound in our framework. The analyzers can track taint
information, but they cannot classify runtime errors as exploitable or not. To the
best of our knowledge, Mopsa-Nexp is the first analyzer to have such capability.

Errors classification. In [31] the authors put forward the concept of robust
reachability. A runtime error is robustly reachable if a controlled input can make
it so the bug is reached whatever the value of uncontrolled input. The authors
use symbolic execution and bounded model checking techniques to find robustly
reachable bugs. Similarly to this paper, [31] classifies runtime failures by their
dangerousness and filters out less interesting alarms that do not concern security
issues. Nevertheless, the concept of robustly reachable runtime error is different
from nonexploitability: a bug is considered robustly reachable even if it is trig-
gered for all possible user input, while such an error is not exploitable according
to our formal definition of exploitability. In fact, we require the user input to be
actually involved in triggering an error to consider a program exploitable.

Other techniques relying on probability theory to differentiate classes of bugs
have been proposed. They include probabilistic model checking [15,34], probabilis-
tic abstract interpretation [27,44,45,51], quantitative robust reachability [17], and
quantitative information flow analysis [36]. An interesting extension of this pa-
per would be to use ideas from these approaches to put forward a quantitative
exploitability analysis to classify more finely the level of threat caused by alarms.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the novel definition of nonexploitability, which we
leveraged to put forward a sound analysis by abstract interpretation. The frame-
work supports constructs that are essential to analyze real-world programs, such
as nondeterminism and dynamic user input reads. Our analysis performs a se-
mantic taint analysis that achieves superior precision through a modular reduc-
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tion with existing numeric abstract domains. The theoretical framework bridges
the gap between traditional safety properties and security hyperproperties, and
our analysis can rule out the existence of exploitable runtime errors in programs.

We implemented our analysis in the Mopsa-Nexp tool, the first analyzer
dedicated to nonexploitability. The tool is fully automatic, and to assess its ef-
fectiveness, we evaluated it on a large set of real-world C programs. The analyzer
can consistently prove that more than 70% of the previously raised warnings can-
not be triggered by an attacker, all while incurring less than 16% performance
overhead. While usually the number of false positives is lowered by increasing the
precision of the abstract domains, we take an orthogonal approach by reporting
only the alarms that can be triggered by an attacker. By leveraging the funda-
mental observation that security-related warnings are more dangerous than the
others, our technique dramatically reduces the noise generated by false alarms,
enhancing the usefulness of the analyzer.

In future work, we would like to extend our analysis to prove the absence
of other classes of exploitable bugs. A promising path forward is to leverage
probability theory to perform a quantitative exploitability analysis capable of
further reducing the number of alarms. Another interesting extension of this
paper is to adapt our framework to rule out the existence of exploitable liveness
errors, such as exploitable deadlocks in multithreaded programs.
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B Proofs

Proof (p℘pDq,Ďq ´́ Ñ́Ð́ ´́
αt

γt
p℘pVq,Ěq). Let R P ℘pDq and T P ℘pVq.

αtpRq Ě T ðñ T Ď αtpRq

ðñ T Ď t x P V | R Ď T pxq u

ðñ @x P T : R Ď T pxq

ðñ @x P T : @R P R : R P T pxq

ðñ @R P R : @x P T : R P T pxq

ðñ R Ď tR | @x P T : R P T pxq u

ðñ R Ď
č

xPT

T pxq

ðñ R Ď γtpTq

Before proving Equation (1), we give an alternative characterization of NE .

Theorem 3.

NE “ tR P D | ret R αtptR uq u

Proof.

NE

“ tR P D | @ppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 ùñ m1rrets “ m1

1rretsu

(definition of NE )

“ tR P D | Eppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : m1rrets ‰ m1

1rretsu (negation of @)

“ tR P D | ret P αtptRuqu (definition of αt)
“ tR P D | ret R αtptRuqu (αt defines a partition over V)

Proof (Equation (1)). Follows immediately from Theorem 3.
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Proof (Equation (2)).

αtptR0uq

“ t x P V | tR0u Ď T pxq u

“ t x P V | R0 P T pxq u

“ t x P V | R0 P tR P D |

Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : m1rxs ‰ m1

1rxs u u (definition of T pxq)
“ t x P V | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1

0, i
1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R0 :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : m1rxs ‰ m1

1rxs u

Ď t x P V | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R1 :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : m1rxs ‰ m1

1rxs u (R0 Ď R1)
“ αtptR1uq

Proof (Theorem 1).

R1 P NE ðñ ret R t x | R1 P T pxq u (Equation (1))
ùñ ret R t x | R0 P T pxq u (R0 Ď R1 and Equation (2))
ðñ R0 P NE (Equation (1))

Before proving Theorem 2, we have to prove the following result. Theorem 4 states
that if the argument T of the concrete structural semantics is the set of truly tainted
variables in R, then ŜtJSK exactly corresponds to StJSK.

Theorem 4 (Correctness of ŜtJSK). Let R,E P D and T P ℘pVq.

T “ αtptR uq ùñ StJSKpR,Eq
.

“ ŜtJSKpR,E,Tq

Proof (Theorem 4). By structural induction. For the definition of the inductive concrete
taint semantics, see Appendix C. Some cases are trivial, and we do not report them.
The correctness of x Ð input() follows from the fact that the variable x is the only
one that assumes a different value, and hence can become tainted after the execution of
the statement. For this reason, t y P T | y ‰ x u exactly corresponds the set of tainted
variables after the execution of the statement using the hypothesis T “ αtptR uq. Using
the definition of αt, we can observe that x is tainted if and only if the first element in
the sequence of input can be controlled by the user, namely there are two executions
whose initial states differ only in the user input and end in different first values for the
input sequence. Random read statements are analogous.

Assignments are similar. Again, the only variable that can assume a different value
is x, so that it is the only one that can become possibly tainted. For this reason,
t y P T | y ‰ x u exactly corresponds to the set of other tainted variables after the
execution of the statement using the hypothesis T “ αtptR uq. Using the definition of
αt, we observe that x is tainted iff there are two executions that differ in the initial
states only in the input sequence, and result in different (non-error) values for the
arithmetic evaluation in the input memory. This exactly corresponds to our definition.

By using αt, we can observe that the tainted variables after the execution of
if statements are: 1) those tainted in the then branch; 2) those tainted in the else
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branch; 3) those that assume different values in the two branches, in case which one
of the two branches is executed depends on the user input. The first two cases are
simple, and follow by inductive hypothesis. The third is covered by the definition of
diffJif (B) St else SeK, as it considers all possible pairs of execution that in the ini-
tial state differ only in the user input, explore different branches, and then result in
different values for some variables. For while statements it is sufficient to observe that
λpR1,E1,T1q . pR,E,Tq 9Y ŜtJif (B) Sb else skipKpR1,E1,T1q is monotonic, and by us-
ing the correctness for if statements, it is possible to prove the correctness of while
statements.

Proof (Theorem 2). We observe that there are no tainted variables in the set of initial
states I. Then, the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.

Proof (Equation (3)). By structural induction. The soundness of the abstract taint
semantics is proved with respect the structural concrete taint semantics, which is re-
ported in Appendix C. Some cases are trivial, and we do not report them. For input
read statements, it is sound to always taint the variable x, which is the only variable
that possibly assumes a different value.

For random read statements, the only variable that can assume a different value
is x, so that x is the only variable that can become tainted after the execution of
x Ð rand(). By considering the definition of ŜtJx Ð rand()K, we observe that this
happens only if the user can control which number in the sequence of random numbers
is read. The soundness then follows by inductive hypothesis observing that if the user
can control the value of the index variable i, then i is tainted. If i is tainted, then we
taint x.

Similarly to the previous cases, x is the only variable that can become tainted after
the execution of assignment x Ð A. Then, the soundness of the abstract semantics
immediately follows from the soundness of taint7JAK, which returns ff only if the
result of the arithmetic evaluation is definitely not influenced by user input.

For if statements, the fact that the tainted variables computed in the branches
are an overapproximation of the truly tainted ones follows by inductive hypothe-
sis. Then, we observe that diff7Jif (B) St else SeK is a sound overapproximation of
diffJif (B) St else SeK, namely @R7,E7 : @R P γdpR7

q,E P γdpE7
q : diffJif (B) St else SeKpR,Eq Ď

diff7Jif (B) St else SeKpR7,E7
q. If a variable x is in diffJif (B) St else SeK, then the

user can control the outcome of BJBK, and x is definitely assigned in at least one of
the branches. We can conclude by using the soundness of assigned7JSK and taint7JBK.
Since while statements are defined in terms of if statements, the soundness of the former
follows from the soundness of the latter.

The following result is useful to observe the connection between the StJSK and S
7
tJSK.

αtptγdpR
7
quq Ď T

7
ùñ StJSKpγdpR

7
q, γdpE

7
qq 9Ď γpS

7
tJSKpR

7,E7,T7
qq (5)

Proof (Equation (5)).

StJSKpγdpR
7
q, γdpE

7
qq 9“ ŜtJSKpγdpR

7
q, γdpE

7
q, αtptγdpR

7
quqq (Theorem 4)

9Ď ŜtJSKpγdpR
7
q, γdpE

7
q,T7

q

(αtptγdpR7
quq Ď T7 and monotonicity of ŜtJSK)

9Ď γpS
7
tJSKpR

7,E7,T7
qq (Equation (3))
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In order to prove Equation (4), we need to prove two intermediate results. We first
define the abstract taint semantics for programs. Then, we define the abstract taint
semantics for programs S

7
tJPK, where P – S, as follows.

S
7
tJPK fi let pR

7,E7,T7
q “ S

7
tJSKpI

7,K
7

d,Hq in

pR
7

Y
7

d E
7, pV z t ret uq Y T

7
q

At the end of the program we taint all regular program variables but ret. This
is a sound overapproximation of the variables that are tainted due to runtime errors
controlled by the user. For instance, consider the following program: x Ð input(); y Ð

1; z Ð 1/x; y Ð 2. Depending on the user input, the variable y can be either 1 or
2 at the end of the program when we merge errors states with the others. As these
dependencies are not useful to prove nonexploitability, overapproximating them with
all the non-return variables does not interfere with our objective.

The only variable that can be added from T7 is then ret, which will be collected
during the analysis. In fact, while in the concrete semantics ret can result tainted only
at the end of the program, in our abstract semantics we taint ret every time there is
a possible runtime error due to user input. This guarantees that if ret is not tainted
in S

7
tJSK, it will not be tainted at the end of the program. Let pR7,T7

q “ S
7
tJPK. The

abstract semantics for programs is sound with respect to the following.

StJPK 9Ď pγdpR
7
q,T7

q (6)

Proof (Equation (6)). The soundness for the values follows from the soundness of the
abstract numeric domain. For the tainted variables, tainting all program variables but
ret overapproximates the set of truly tainted variables excluding ret. The fundamental
observation to prove that if ret is tainted in the concrete semantics, then it is tainted
in the abstract semantics is that if ret is tainted in the concrete, then there is at least
one statement in which a runtime error occurs, and such error can be triggered by the
user. Since the abstract semantics taints ret every time there is a possible runtime error
that could be triggered by the user input, if ret is tainted in the concrete semantics,
it will definitely be tainted in the abstract semantics.

Since S7
tJPK finds more tainted variables than the concrete semantics StJPK, if S7

tJPK “

pR7,T7
q determines that ret is not tainted, ret is definitely not tainted in StJPK. In

other words, there is a proof that P is nonexploitable.

ret R T
7

ùñ SJPK P NE (7)

Proof (Equation (7)). Let pR,Tq “ StJPK.

ret R T
7

ùñ ret R T (Equation (6))
ðñ ret R αtptSJPKuq (Definition of StJPK)
ðñ SJPK P NE (Equation (1))

Proof (Equation (4)). Follows immediately from Equation (7)

C Structural taint semantics

In this section, we give an equivalent structural definition of the concrete reachability
taint semantics StJSK.
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Skip statement pS – skipq

ŜtJSKpR,E,Tq fi pR,E,Tq

Input read statement pS – x Ð input()q

ŜtJSKpR,E,Tq fi

let pR1,E1q “ SJSKpR,Eq in
let T1 “ t y P T | y ‰ x u Y

t x | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : hdpi1q ‰ hdpi1

1q u in
pR1,E1,T1q

Random read statement pS – x Ð rand()q

ŜtJSKpR,E,Tq fi

let pR1,E1q “ SJSKpR,Eq in
let T1 “ t y P T | y ‰ x u Y

t x | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : hdpr1q ‰ hdpr1

1q u in
pR1,E1,T1q

Observe that the scenario where x becomes tainted after the execution of x Ð rand()
can only occur if there exist two executions that only differ in the input sequence,
resulting in one of the two reading from the random sequence at least one additional
time. This happens when the user can control how many times there is a read from
the sequence of random numbers.

Statement composition (S – S1; S2)

ŜtJS1; S2KpR,E,Tq fi ŜtJS2KpŜtJS1KpR,E,Tqq

As discussed in the paper, if statements can generate implicit flows [28]. We define
a helper function to compute the set of variables that are tainted due to implicit flows.
This function considers pairs of executions that initially differ only by the user input. If
two executions follow different branches and yield different values for a variable, such a
variable is tainted. This happens when the evaluation of the boolean condition depends
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on the user input.

diffJif (B) St else SeK : pD ˆ Dq Ñ ℘pVq

diffJif (B) St else SeKpR,Eq fi

t x P V | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq, ppm1
0, i

1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qq P R :

let pRt,Etq “ SJStKptestJBKtppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qqu,Eq in
let pRe,Eeq “ SJSeKptestJ¬BKtppm1

0, i
1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

1, i
1
1, r

1
1qqu,Eq in

Dpm2, i2, r2q : ppm0, i0, r0q, pm2, i2, r2qq P Rt :

Dpm1
2, i

1
2, r

1
2q : ppm1

0, i
1
0, r

1
0q, pm1

2, i
1
2, r

1
2qq P Re :

m0 “ m1
0, i0 ‰ i1

0, r0 “ r1
0 : BJBKm1 “ tt,BJBKm1

1 “ ff :

m2rxs ‰ m1
2rxs u

If statement pS – if (B) St else Seq

ŜtJSKpR,E,Tq fi

let pRt,Et,Ttq “ ŜtJStKptestJBKR,E, αtpttestJBKRuqq in

let pRe,Ee,Teq “ ŜtJSeKptestJ¬BKR,E, αtpttestJ¬BKRuqq in
let Tte “ diffJif (B) St else SeKpR,Eq in
pRt Y Re,Et Y Ee Y errJBKR,Tt Y Te Y Tteq

Observe that since the boolean evaluation is filtering R, αtpttestJBKRuq is always a
subset of αtptRuq. This follows immediately from the monotonicity of αt (see Equa-
tion (2)), which implies that T is a sound overapproximation of αtpttestJBKRuq. The
taint semantics for while statements is expressed as a least fixpoint.

While statement pS – while (B) Sbq

ŜtJSKpR,E,Tq fi let pRf ,Ef ,Tf q “ lfpF in
ptestJ¬BKRf ,Ef , αtpttestJ¬BKRfuqq

where F pR1,E1,T1q fi pR,E,Tq 9Y ŜtJif (B) Sb else skipKpR1,E1,T1q

D Interval analysis helper functions

In this section, we define the helper functions used in the analysis proposed in Section 6.
An interval is an element in I fi trl, hs | l P Z Y t´8u, h P Z Y t`8u, l ď hu Y tKiu. An
interval abstract map is an element R

7

i P D7

i fi pV Ñ Iq Y tK
7

iu. We denote the interval
abstract semantics of statements as S

7

iJSK : D7

i Ñ D7

i. To simplify the presentation,
we ignore the abstract semantics for errors. The concretization function γi and the
arithmetic abstract evaluation A

7

iJAK : D7

i Ñ I are standard. The domain is assumed to
be equipped with standard functions Ď

7

i, Y
7

i, X
7

i, and test7

iJAK [25]. We first define the
function isconst7

i : I Ñ B which returns tt if the interval is a singleton.

isconst7

ipKiq fi tt isconst7

iprl, hsq fi l “ h
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The initial map I
7

i is simply λx . r´8,`8s. We can then proceed to define taint7

iJAK :
pD7

i ˆ ℘pVqq Ñ B. The extension to boolean expressions is trivial.

taint7

iJAKpK
7

i,T
7
q fi ff

taint7

iJnKpR
7

i,T
7
q fi ff

taint7

iJxKpR
7

i,T
7
q fi

$

’

&

’

%

ff if isconst7

ipR
7

irxsq

tt if x P T7

ff otherwise

taint7

iJA1 ˛ A2KpR
7

i,T
7
q fi

$

’

&

’

%

ff if isconst7

ipA
7

iJA1 ˛ A2KR7

iq

tt if taint7

iJA1KpR
7

i,T
7
q or taint7

iJA2KpR
7

i,T
7
q

ff otherwise

The function zero7

iJAK : D7

i Ñ B is defined as follows.

zero7

iJAKpR
7

iq fi r0, 0s Ď
7

i A
7

iJAKR
7

i

The evaluation of an element in the random sequence rand[i] is simply r´8,`8s.
We define a helper function haserror7

iJAK : D7

i Ñ B to determine whether the evaluation
of A possibly results in an error. The extension to boolean expressions is trivial.

haserror7

iJAKK
7

i fi ff

haserror7

iJnKR7

i fi ff

haserror7

iJxKR
7

i fi ff

haserror7

iJA1 ˛ A2KR7

i fi

$

’

&

’

%

tt if ˛ “ /, zero7

iJA2KpR
7

iq

tt if haserror7

iJA1KR
7

i or haserror7

iJA2KR
7

i

ff otherwise

The function assigned7JSK must be sound with respect to the following:

t x | Dppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qq P γtpR
7
q : Dpm2, i2, r2q :

ppm0, i0, r0q, pm2, i2, r2qq P SJSKptppm0, i0, r0q, pm1, i1, r1qqu,Hq :

m1rxs ‰ m2rxs u Ď assigned7JSKR7
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For intervals, we define the function assigned7

iJSK : D7

i Ñ ℘pVq as follows.

assigned7

iJSKK
7

i fi H

assigned7

iJskipKR
7

i fi H

assigned7

iJS1; S2KR
7

i fi assigned7

iJS1KR
7

i Y assigned7

iJS2KpS
7

iJS1KR
7

iq

assigned7

iJx Ð input()KR7

i fi txu

assigned7

iJx Ð rand()KR7

i fi tx, iu

assigned7

iJx Ð AKR7

i fi t ret | haserror7

iJAKR
7

i u Y

t x | ¬pisconst7

ipR
7

irxsq and R
7

irxs “ A
7

iJAKR
7

iq u

assigned7

iJif (B) St else SeKR
7

i fi t ret | haserror7

iJBKR
7

i u Y

assigned7

iJStKptest7

iJBKR
7

iq Y

assigned7

iJSeKptest7

iJ¬BKR
7

iq

assigned7

iJwhile (B) SbKR
7

i fi let pR
7

f , Xf q “ limFn
pK

7

i,Hq in Xf

where F pR
7

1, X1q fi let R7

2 “ R
7

1 ∇i pR
7

i Y
7

i S
7

iJif (B) Sb else skipKR
7

1q in

let X2 “ X1 Y assigned7

iJif (B) Sb else skipKR
7

1 in

pR
7

2, X2q

The function const7

i : D7

i Ñ ℘pVq is defined as follows.

const7

ipR
7

iq fi t x | isconst7

ipR
7

irxsq u

E Analysis Sources and Runtime Errors

In this section, we report the list of runtime errors detected by our analysis, and the
list of sources of tainted data. Our analysis can detect the following runtime errors:

– Null pointer dereference
– Invalid pointer dereference
– Index-out-of-bounds
– Dangling pointer dereference
– Use after free
– Modification of read-only memory
– Division by zero
– Integer overflow
– Invalid bit shift operation
– Invalid pointer comparison
– Invalid pointer subtraction
– Double free
– Insufficient number of variadic arguments
– Insufficient number of format arguments
– Invalid format argument type
– Floating point division by zero
– Floating point invalid operation
– Floating point overflow
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– Violation of a stub language requirement. See [49] for more information about the
stub modeling language.

The following functions in the C standard library generate tainted data:

– getchar
– getchar_unlocked
– fgetc
– fgetc_unlocked
– getc
– getc_unlocked
– getw
– fgets
– fgets_unlocked
– gets
– getline
– getdelim
– fread
– fread_unlocked
– recv
– recvfrom
– scanf
– fscanf
– sscanf
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